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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Eleven year old Sean is in search
of the truth. Someone murdered his father, Special Agent Max Gray, and the FBI has officially closed
the case. Now it is up to him to find out who was to blame. While investigating online, Sean
stumbles upon a mysterious connection between his father and that new girl in his class. Now he
has two puzzles to solve. What really happened to his dad and what does Carly have to do with it?
In the face of danger, Sean sets aside his fear and finds the courage, compassion, and conviction to
follow the evidence. Praise and Reviews for Hiding Carly Ann Eisenstein s debut murder-mystery
middle grade novel HIDING CARLY received a resoundingly positive review from the Wright State
University Press. There is a strong FBI theme in this first book and Eisenstein is now collaborating
with the FBI to continue with the SEAN GREY, JUNIOR SPECIAL AGENT series. Pen Palette SCBWICarolinas, Summer 2011 Eisenstein chooses words that evoke the wide span of emotions that run
through a...
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Reviews
The publication is great and fantastic. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom You will like how the article writer publish this publication.
-- Mrs. Alta Kling V
Totally among the finest pdf We have possibly read through. It usually fails to price a lot of. I discovered this book from my i and dad suggested this pdf to
learn.
-- Michale Beier I
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